Year group: 3
Class emails: 3NW@holgateprimary.org
English
Offline Activity 1
Look at the crossword below and solve the
clues. When you have completed the
crossword, the coloured boxes will spell
out a secret hidden word. What is it? Find
out the meaning of this secret word and
write it in your own sentence. Make sure it
makes sense!
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Offline Activity 2
Look at the sheet provided about nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and
prepositions. Then answer the questions.
Common noun = things, names, places and people.
Proper noun = like a common noun but words that need capitals.
Adjective = describing word.
Verb = doing word (often ends in ‘ing’).
Adverb = Describes the verb (doing word) e.g. Swam quickly, hopped slowly.
Preposition = Tells us where something is e.g. on, under, over, next to, , above,
inside.

Maths
Offline Activity 1
Work systematically to solve this problem.
There is a splitting plant that grows in a
special way. In the first week, the stem
splits into 2 branches. In the second week,
each of these 2 branches split into another 2 branches –
making 4 branches altogether. This keeps happening every
week, until at the end of the sixth week each branch
grows a flower. How many flowers will the plant have?

Offline Activity 2
Look at the statements on the sheet below. Read them carefully
and decide if each statement is ALWAYS TRUE, SOMETIMES
TRUE or NEVER TRUE. You could cut them out and sort them
into groups.
When you have sorted the first set, if you want a challenge try
the second set of statements.

As it is only part of a week we would be in school, we have then included some family learning activities that you can choose from to
complete across the week as you like.
Family Activity 1
Rock Families – Go for a walk and collect
4 or 5 different sized rocks to make a
family. Paint them and give them names.
Now you can play with your rock families.
Can you make up stories about your rock
families?

Family Activity 2
Windy Day – Challenge everybody in your
house to make their own kite to fly, using
bin liners, straws and
string. Whose kite will
fly the highest?

Family Activity 3
Trust Walk – Put some small items
in your garden to collect. Blindfold
a member of your family and get
them to collect the items by giving
them verbal instructions eg; move
forward 5 steps, turn right, stop,
take 2 large steps, bend down, pick
up the object. You are not allowed
to touch the person!
Family Activity 4
Family Activity 5
Learn to draw cartoon characters by watching Pete Mckee’s cartoon workshop for beginners.
How many letters
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_25Cxc0RcE&list=PLSRtXoaeseYGXzGb_yasSJ0HcIqf2S5IB&in
of the alphabet can
dex=2
you make using
lego?
Family Activity 6
Family Activity 7
What’s the tallest
Watch these clips and see if you can create some Origami
tower you can build
animals.
using spaghetti and
Dog: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wWVppdfYOx8
small marshallows?
Bird:
Can you also make
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gn2iLmwvZPk
some 3D shapes?
Jumping Frog:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kZjq8f8Mpo
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Maths Task 2 - Always, Sometimes, Never
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English Task 2
Common noun = things, names, places and people.
word.

Verb = doing word (often ends in ‘ing’)

Proper noun = like a common noun but words that need capitals.

us where something is e.g. on, under, over, next to, , above, inside.

Write four common nouns beginning with S
_________________________________________________________________
Write four proper nouns beginning with S
_________________________________________________________________
Write an adjective next to each letter
Q

_____________

R

_____________

S

_____________

T

_____________

U

_____________

Adjective = describing

Adverb = Describes the verb (doing word) e.g. Swam quickly, hopped slowly. Preposition = Tells

Write an adverb for each of these verbs
1.

Jay clapped________________.

2.

Pat read __________________.

3.

Sheila skipped _______________.

4.

Emma watched _______________.

Underline the preposition:
The car is in the garage.
The chair is behind the table.
Peter was walking beside his friend Tom.
The prepositions in the sentences below are wrong. Write the correct preposition next to it.

The cat is sitting under the carpet. ________________________
The car drove above the roundabout. _________________________
The ferry sailed below the sea. ________________________
The car drove inside the bridge. _________________________

